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System Engineering and Automation: An Interactive Educational ApproachSpringer, 2011

	This book provides insight and enhanced appreciation of analysis, modeling and control of dynamic systems. The reader is assumed to be familiar with calculus, physics and some programming skills. It might develop the reader’s ability to interpret physical significance of mathematical results in system analysis. The book also prepares...


		

Rapid BeagleBoard Prototyping with MATLAB and SimulinkPackt Publishing, 2013

	Leverage the power of BeagleBoard to develop and deploy practical embedded projects


	Overview

	
		Develop and validate your own embedded audio/video applications rapidly with Beagleboard
	
		Create embedded Linux applications on a pure Windows PC
	
		Full of illustrations, diagrams, and...



		

Computer-Aided Control Systems Design: Practical Applications Using MATLAB® and Simulink®CRC Press, 2012

	
		Computer-Aided Control Systems Design: Practical Applications Using MATLAB® and Simulink® supplies a solid foundation in applied control to help you bridge the gap between control theory and its real-world applications. Working from basic principles, the book delves into control systems...







		

Introduction to Simulink with Engineering ApplicationsOrchard Publications, 2006
    This text is an introduction to Simulink ®, a companion application to MATLAB ®. It is written for students at the undergraduate and graduate programs, as well as for the working professional. Although some previous knowledge of MATLAB would be helpful, it is not absolutely necessary; Appendix A of this text is an...

		

Control Systems Engineering, 4th EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	"Control Systems Engineering", now in its fifth edition, takes a practical approach to control systems engineering. Presenting clear and complete explanations, the text shows you how to analyze and design feedback control systems that support today's modern technology. By working with the same physical system in each chapter,...


		

Optimal Control Systems (Electrical Engineering Series)CRC Press, 2002

	The theory of optimal control systems has grown and flourished since the 1960's. Many texts, written on varying levels of sophistication, have been published on the subject. Yet even those purportedly designed for beginners in the field are often riddled with complex theorems, and many treatments fail to include topics that are essential...






		

Nonlinear Distortion in Wireless Systems: Modeling and Simulation with MATLABJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	This book covers the principles of modeling and simulation of nonlinear distortion in wireless communication systems with MATLAB simulations and techniques
	
		In this book, the author describes the principles of modeling and simulation of nonlinear distortion in single and multichannel wireless communication systems using both...



		

Systems Engineering in Wireless CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This book provides the reader with a complete coverage of radio resource management for 3G wireless communications


	Systems Engineering in Wireless Communications focuses on the area of radio resource management in third generation wireless communication systems from a systems engineering perspective. The authors...


		

CMOS Sigma-Delta Converters: Practical Design GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A comprehensive overview of Sigma-Delta Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs) and a practical guide to their design in nano-scale CMOS for optimal performance.


	This book presents a systematic and comprehensive compilation of sigma-delta converter operating principles, the new advances in architectures and circuits, design...






		

Automatic Control of Atmospheric and Space Flight Vehicles: Design and Analysis with MATLAB® and Simulink® (Control Engineering)Birkhauser, 2011

	
		The main purpose of writing this book is to present a unified approach for automatic
	
		control of atmospheric and space flight vehicles. Such an outlook has become more
	
		necessary nowthan ever,with the advent of aerospace vehicleswhose singlemission
	
		covers operation as aircraft, rocket, and spacecraft at various instants....


		

Mastering ROS for Robotics Programming - Second Edition: Design, build, and simulate complex robots using the Robot Operating SystemPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Discover best practices and troubleshooting solutions when working on ROS

	
		Key Features

		
			Develop complex robotic applications using ROS to interface robot manipulators and mobile robots
	
			Gain insight into autonomous navigation in mobile robots and motion planning in robot...




		

Home Networking Basis: Transmission Environments and Wired/Wireless ProtocolsPrentice Hall, 2003
This complete technical guide to home network media, protocols, and implementation is the first systematic technical guide to all leading transmission media and communication protocols for in-home networking.

Using detailed simulation techniques provided as MATLAB files and SIMULINK models (downloadable from the companion website),...
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